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NEW HAVEN — Shelton’s Pat Gillen and Sheehan’s Nick Giulietti extended their unbeaten wrestling seasons by claiming State
Open championships. New Haven’s Tito Slaughter fell just short of accomplishing those same feats.

In a successful day of action for area athletes Sunday at the New Haven Athletic Center, Amity’s Alex Carpenter and Cheshire’s
Kyle Copes also claimed championships, while Hand’s Ed Carroll finished as a runner-up.

A slew of others also advanced to Saturday’s New England championships, also scheduled to be held at the athletic center. The
top four in each weight class qualified for that event.

Danbury won its 10th straight Open title, finishing with 98.5 points. South Windsor (84), New Milford (67.5), Hand (64) and Bacon
Academy (57) rounded out the top five.

Gillen, a junior, improved to 44-0 this season after defeating Waterford’s Luke Wiggins 4-2 in overtime at 215 pounds. Gillen now
has 142 career victories, adding to his school record. Gillen placed second at last year’s Open and won his first Class LL title last
week after finishing as the runner-up there the past two seasons.

“It feels great,” Gillen said. “It feels good to get the first one. From being here last year in the Open final — and not really
expecting too much from that since I was only a sophomore — I just made sure I went out here and wrestled my match. Even
though I didn’t win (last year), I wrestled in front of the crowd before, so that didn’t affect me at all. I was just able to wrestle my
match and not worry about any of the outside distractions.”

After trailing 2-0 early in the first round, Gillen, who entered as the top seed, rallied. A take down in overtime allowed Gillen to
prevail.

“I had to make sure I got it in overtime,” Gillen said. “Championships are made in overtime.”

Giulietti defeated Maloney’s Aaron Cardona 5-4 at 140 pounds for his first Open title. Giulietti, a senior who trains with Cheshire,
is now 32-0 this season.

“This has been my dream ever since second grade when I started wrestling,” Giulietti said. “It’s the greatest feeling I can ever
think of.”

In perhaps the most thrilling match of the day, Slaughter, a senior, lost a hard-fought 3-2 decision in overtime to Waterford’s
Shane Battista in a battle of unbeatens at 189. Battista improved to 42-0 this season, while Slaughter, the Class LL champion, is
32-1.
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Slaughter led 2-0 before Battista rallied to force overtime. Battista then scored the deciding point on an escape with 1 second
remaining in the third overtime frame.

“I thought time (ran out),” New Haven coach Chris DeBlock said. “But you can’t leave it up to the refs. A lot of things could’ve
happened differently in that match.”

Near the end of the first overtime, it appeared Slaughter scored on a take down, but the refs ruled that time had expired.

“It was very close,” DeBlock said. “It was a very good match. The kid (Battista) wrestled tough, though.”

Carpenter, a senior who improved to 42-1, scored the only victory by pin after disposing of Montville’s Dustin Wilcox at 4 minutes,
18 seconds at 160.

“Neutral’s not really my position,” Carpenter said. “But I got on top and cradled him up, like I usually do, and that was it.”

Copes, a senior who is now 41-1, earned an 11-3 decision over Middletown’s Devon Carrillo at 171, while Carroll, a junior, lost to
Nonnewaug’s Tyler Tilbe 5-4 in overtime at 125. A shoulder injury early in the third round seemed to have affected Carroll’s
performance, allowing Tilbe to tie the match at 4 to force overtime.

“He had a pinched nerve or something,” Hand coach Dave D’Alessio said. “It ended up costing him three points very shortly
thereafter. That was a big part of the match.”

Law’s Jason Richardson (fourth at 119), Derby’s Tyler O’Connor (fourth at 130), Hand’s Brian Onofrio (third at 152) and
teammate Joe DeMichele (third at 285) also advanced to the New England championships.

Mike Pucci can be reached at mpucci@newhavenregister.com.
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